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Deadlocked Alliance between Renault and Nissan
― The Reason why Renault wants business integration with Nissan ―
KUROKAWA, Fumiko
The paper investigates the reason why Renault wants closer ties with carmaker, Nissan. Now the alliance 
between Renault and Nissan is deadlocked after Carlos Ghosn was arrested for the financial misconduct allegations 
related to understating his salary and also improper payments to a company run by a Saudi businessman.
The paper concludes the reason why Renault wants closer ties with Nissan is to carry out the biggest unification 
of the development function of new car by using a common platform （CMF） with Nissan. Renault has a plan to 
switch the utilization of a common platform with current Nissan from 25% to 80%. If the most important new car 
development of the car manufacturer will be unified, Nissan and Renault are already like one company, and Nissan 
will be one of the best brands of Renault.
If function unification advances too much and equals business integration, it is finally a proper flow to change 
into real business integration by tighter capital ties.
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